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Objective and Impact Statement. We propose a weakly- and semisupervised, probabilistic needle-and-reverberation-artifact
segmentation algorithm to separate the desired tissue-based pixel values from the superimposed artifacts. Our method models
the intensity decay of artifact intensities and is designed to minimize the human labeling error. Introduction. Ultrasound image
quality has continually been improving. However, when needles or other metallic objects are operating inside the tissue, the
resulting reverberation artifacts can severely corrupt the surrounding image quality. Such effects are challenging for existing
computer vision algorithms for medical image analysis. Needle reverberation artifacts can be hard to identify at times and
affect various pixel values to different degrees. The boundaries of such artifacts are ambiguous, leading to disagreement among
human experts labeling the artifacts. Methods. Our learning-based framework consists of three parts. The first part is a
probabilistic segmentation network to generate the soft labels based on the human labels. These soft labels are input into the
second part which is the transform function, where the training labels for the third part are generated. The third part outputs
the final masks which quantifies the reverberation artifacts. Results. We demonstrate the applicability of the approach and
compare it against other segmentation algorithms. Our method is capable of both differentiating between the reverberations
from artifact-free patches and modeling the intensity fall-off in the artifacts. Conclusion. Our method matches state-of-the-art
artifact segmentation performance and sets a new standard in estimating the per-pixel contributions of artifact vs underlying
anatomy, especially in the immediately adjacent regions between reverberation lines. Our algorithm is also able to improve the
performance of downstream image analysis algorithms.

1. Introduction

Ultrasound imaging is low-cost and safe. In addition, its
real-time operation is perfect for monitoring needle inser-
tions and other clinical interventions. However, highly
reflective parallel surfaces, such as needle walls, can create
significant reverberation artifacts because the sound wave
reverberates between the posterior and anterior surfaces of
the object [1]. When the amount of reflected energy is signif-
icant, it manifests itself as an additional echo from the same
surface. The reverberation artifacts are relatively bright,
looking like actual boundaries which sometimes would over-
lap with tissue present in the image. Such artifacts not only
can be caused by needles and other metallic objects but they
also might be the result of certain anatomical structures with
large acoustic impedance [2]. This kind of artifact can cloud
clinicians’ judgement [3] and confuse medical image analy-

sis algorithms [4, 5]. For some pixels, it can be difficult to
differentiate whether the pixel is an artifact, or to assign a
percentage to the pixel indicating how much of the pixel’s
value is artifact or actual tissue measurement. The brightness
of artifacts somewhat predictably falls off as they get further
away from the reflective object, but the artifacts have uncer-
tain boundaries and differing intensity distributions. Conse-
quently, pixel-wise labeling is challenging and time
consuming for annotators, who may have considerable dif-
ferences in their annotations. An example is shown in
Figure 1(a), where different annotators agree on the general
location of the reverberation artifacts but they disagree on
the details. Besides, it can also be seen that it is extremely
hard for annotators to differentiate between reverberations
when it gets further away from the object casting the arti-
facts, leading to more difference in annotations. Semisuper-
vised approaches can reduce human labeling time, and
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weak supervision can estimate how much of the pixel is cor-
rupted by the reverberation artifact.

In this paper, we propose a novel weakly- and semisu-
pervised probabilistic needle and reverberation artifact seg-
mentation algorithm and show that our algorithm is useful
in improving the performance of downstream tasks. The
algorithm can be broken into three parts. The first part is a
probabilistic segmentation network trained with hard binary
and not-so-accurate labels. The probabilistic segmentation is
used to cope with the labeling errors and ambiguity in the
input images. The second part is a transform function that
turns the output of the first network into soft-labeled images
where the value of each pixel represents how much of the
pixel value is affected by the artifact. The last part is another
network that is trained with the newly generated labels as
desired output. The main contributions of this paper are
(1) We developed a weakly- and semisupervised segmenta-
tion framework to segment the needle and reverberation
artifacts which could cope well with the insufficiency in
labeled data. (2) Our probabilistic approach is able to deal

with ambiguity in the artifact boundaries and variations in
human labels. (3) Our approach estimates how much of
the pixel values are corrupted by reverberation artifacts.

2. Related Work

There already exists a long history of research algorithms to
identify and remove reverberation artifacts from medical
images. [6] produce a near optimal estimate of the reflectiv-
ity value due to reverberation by soft thresholding the 2D
discrete wavelet transform. [7] improve the method pro-
posed by [6] by utilizing radiofrequency (RF) data and soft
thresholds on the wavelet coefficients to estimate the reflec-
tivity values caused by the artifact. [8] model the reverbera-
tion mathematically, identifying and removing the artifact in
RF data. Temporal information is used by [9] when they
develop the 3D filter to reduce reverberation artifacts. These
methods either made use of the RF data or temporal infor-
mation, i.e., video sequence, but most of the times, we will
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FAR Ratio between positive artifact pixel count in the first labeled reverberation patch
and the total pixel count in the patch

Ratio between positive artifact pixel count in the second labeled reverberation patch
and the total pixel count in the patch

Ratio between positive artifact pixel count in the labeled needle patch and the total 
pixel count in the patch

Average output value in the second labeled reverberation patch
Average output value in the first labeled reverberation patch
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Figure 1: (a) An example showing the difference in labels by different human annotators. The first image from the left displays the original
image, whereas the rest are examples of different labels from different annotators on the same chicken breast image. The gray labels are
needles and the white labels are reverberation artifacts. Annotators agree on the location of needles and reverberation artifacts, but
disagree on the boundaries and the pixels between each reverberation. The second image from the left is an example of over-labeling,
which is the labeling we use to label our training set. (b) Labels on the test set and segmentation results. The left image is a patch with
needles and artifacts on a phantom image with the proposed test labeling overlayed on top, and the right two images are the
segmentation results by our method of the needle and artifacts, respectively. In the left image, yellow and pink labeled areas represent
the possible areas containing needles and artifacts, respectively, green and white labeled regions indicate the patches that are definitely
the first and second reverberations, the bright blue circle(s) represent the non-artifact patches between reverberations, the dark blue
region(s) are the most confident needle pixels, and the red patches are the regions with identifiable fuzzy artifacts. (c) Notation and
abbreviations for the metrics.
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not have access to RF data or a large number of ultrasound
videos.

Many deep learning segmentation frameworks for med-
ical images can be good at segmenting reverberation artifacts
too, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no learning-
based segmentation framework specifically for the purpose
of reverberation artifacts in ultrasound images. U-Net [10]
use an encoder-decoder framework with skip connections
between the encoder and the decoder, enabling the network
to tend to more fine-grained details. [11] put Long Short-
Term Memory layers (LSTM) and U-Net together, enabling
the proposed USVS-Net to excel at identifying ambiguous
boundaries and be robust against speckle noises. Attention
U-Net is proposed by [12] to suppress irrelevant regions
and has the network focus more on the target structure with
different shapes and sizes. [13] recalibrate the channels by
putting Squeeze and Excitation (SE) blocks [14] into a nor-
mal U-Net to increase the values of meaningful features
and suppress the values of the insignificant ones. Together
with dual attentive fusion blocks, adversarial learning is used
in [15], allowing semisupervision of the segmentation,
instead of full supervision, so that it is able to ameliorate
the problem of not having enough labeled data. These
methods are robust in a fully supervised situation and are
good at segmenting structures with hard labels, but they
are not able to generate segmentation masks that have a
meaningful probabilistic output, i.e. they are unable to
model the ambiguity in the data.

[16] explicitly model the aleatoric and epistemic uncer-
tainty in deep learning and increased the performance on
noisy data sets with dropout layers and an additional vari-
ance term in the output. [17] adopt Monte Carlo dropout
to explore the uncertainty in the network for medical image
segmentation. The work further explains how to capture dif-
ferent types of uncertainty in medical images. [18] combined
a conditional variational autoencoder with a U-Net. The
model does not just provide a single segmentation for a
given input; instead, it predicts multiple plausible segmenta-
tions drawn from the distribution learned from the training
data. However, this framework only works well on images
with a single object or with global variations. As a result, a
hierarchical probabilistic U-Net (HPU-Net) [19] is proposed
to solve such problems. Instead of global latent variables,
coarse-to-fine hierarchical latent variable maps are used in
this work. Besides U-Net like blocks in the decoder side,
some blocks are also sampled from the prior which is trained
to have similar distribution with the posterior. [20] model
the conditional probability distribution of the segmentation
given an input image with a network named PHiSeg. Like
the HPU-Net, PHiSeg also uses a posterior network and a
prior network. However, unlike the HPU-Net, the likelihood
network in this work completely samples from the prior
network

In terms of weakly-supervised learning methods, [21, 22]
investigated the weakly supervised object detection problem
by leveraging prior knowledge and context information. [23]
discussed the techniques to train a deep saliency network
without annotations with synthesized supervision. [24]
phrased the training objective as a biconvex optimization

for linear models which could be interpreted as a novel loss
function with arbitrary linear constraints on the structured
output space of pixel labels. [25] improved the performance
of weakly-supervised semantic segmentation on natural
images by a self-supervised difference detection module that
estimates noise from the results. In the medical domain, [26]
trained a convolutional neural network (CNN) with discrete
constraints and regularization priors to approach this prob-
lem. [27] proposed a weakly-supervised framework to seg-
ment the shadows in ultrasound images. Essentially, the
work uses one network for the initial segmentation, feeds
the output of this network into a transform function, and
then gets a new set of labels to train another network. The
transform function in this paper transforms the hard labels
to soft labels and, at the same time, reduces the effect of
labeling error.

3. Method

3.1. Overview. Due to the difficulty in defining the actual
boundaries of needles, our method is designed to deal with
over-labeling from annotators. Over-labeling is a labeling
scheme that includes all the pixels of interest in the label,
but it would falsely include background pixels in the label
as well. The goal of over-labeling is to have fewer false neg-
atives, but the tradeoff is that it also includes more false pos-
itives. Over-labeling is much faster than the traditional
accurate labeling while including more true positives.
Inspired by [27], we proposed a multistep segmentation
framework, shown in Figure 2. The entire framework can
be divided into three parts: (1) a probabilistic segmentation
trained on over-labeled hard labels, (2) a transformation
function which takes in the output of the first network and
transforms the probabilistic outputs into soft labels to
remove the false positives and quantify the artifacts, and
(3) another probabilistic segmentation network trained on
the newly generated soft labels. Our algorithms differ from
[27] in four main parts: (1) our transform function is
designed based on the appearances and physical properties
of reverberation artifacts instead of shadows, (2) we not only
improve the segmentation masks in the transform function
but also quantify the artifacts, (3) we propose to use proba-
bilistic segmentation to compensate for the over-labeling
by human experts instead of deterministic segmentation,
and (4) we propose a new probabilistic segmentation net-
work that learns variance from a known variance posterior.
Even though the first part of the algorithm is fully super-
vised, accurate labeling is not needed, since the probabilistic
segmentation method models the ambiguity in the labels
and the original inputs. After getting the first network
trained, the unlabeled ultrasound images can be passed
through the network, creating hard segmentations on the
unlabeled images. The amount of training data for the sec-
ond network can also be increased with this approach. The
output of the first network is then modified by a transform
function, which converts the hard-labeled segmentation into
soft labels. The transform function is designed specifically
for the appearance and physical properties of reverberation
artifacts in ultrasound images. The second network is
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designed to further eliminate the effects of uncertainty in
human labels and ambiguity of the images, creating a soft-
labeled segmentation which represents how much of each
pixel value is corrupted by reverberation artifacts.

3.2. Probabilistic Segmentation on Hard Labels. The artifacts
might differ by shape, intensity distribution, and unclear
boundaries, so human labels could be different across anno-
tators. Even when the same annotator labels the same image
multiple times, the results can still differ. As a result, we con-
jecture that careful elimination of the ambiguity in the label-
ing can assist with subsequent analysis. Ideally, the
segmentation algorithm needs to generate nearly identical
results for the same image despite using data labeled by dif-
ferent annotators. The work in [19] models the ambiguity in
the images and the labels, which is what we look for in this
stage of work. Therefore, we utilize their network for our
first step : segmentation on hard labels. In our network, even
though we used the same general structure as [19], we used
more local blocks than global blocks, so that we could model
the ambiguity of the edges better.

We train the network with hand-labeled images and
cross entropy as loss function, but after it is trained, we do
not necessarily need to use the labeled training images for
the following steps. Sampling from a learned distribution,
the network will generate two mean maps and two standard
deviation maps for the artifacts and needles segmentation.
We denote these output mean maps for artifacts and needles
as bμartifact,hard and bμneedle,hard, respectively. We denote the
output standard deviation maps for artifacts and needles asbσartifact,hard and bσneedle,hard, respectively.

3.3. Transform Function. Even though the output of the first
network inherently models the ambiguity in the input
images and the human labels, it does not account for the fact
that weaker reverberation artifacts do not affect the quality
of the image as much as the strong ones do. Therefore, we
transform the segmentation mask into a soft labeling mask,

which models how much the artifact affects the pixel value.
There are three components to our transform function: (1)
reduction of false positives, (2) introduction of an exponen-
tial decay depending on how far the artifact is relative to the
needle causing the artifact, and (3) lowering the artifact-
segmentation soft labels for pixels in between adjacent
reverberations.

The first part of the transform function takes in pre-
dicted hard needle mask bμneedle,hard and artifact maskbμartifact,hard. We begin by clustering the artifacts based on dis-
tance. We then determine if there is a needle closely above a
cluster of artifacts: if there is, then keep the artifacts, and set
the needle as the cause for this cluster of artifacts. This is to
deal with the situation where there are multiple needles in
the image. If not, then remove the cluster. The pseudocode
for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.3. The horizontal
threshold ht will be small because needle artifacts are typi-
cally (near) continuous horizontal lines, whereas the vertical
threshold vt will be larger to encompass the vertical spacing
between artifact lines, which is based on the needle’s rever-
berating cross-section [2]. The threshold t indicates the larg-
est possible distance between the segmented artifacts and the
corresponding needles for the artifacts to be considered true
positives. In this paper, for 256 × 256 images, we set ht = 7,
vt = 11, and t = 10. The hyperparameters should not affect
the result much as long as they are in a reasonable range.
The hyperparameter selection process is further discussed
in Section 4.

The second part of the the transform function’s purpose
is to create the exponential decay in the segmentation and, at
the same time, compensate for the pixels that do not comply
with the decay. As sound waves travel through a medium,
the intensity falls off as the distance increases. Normally,
the intensity decays exponentially [28], and due to the fact
that reverberation artifacts are caused by sound waves rever-
berating inside the tissue [1], the intensity of the reverbera-
tion artifacts should be no different. The first bounce of
the sound wave at the needle represents the needle, followed
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Hard label segmentation
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𝜇 hard𝜇

𝜇 soft soft𝜇
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Figure 2: The pipeline of the algorithm is inspired by [27]. However, due to the difference between reverberation artifacts and shadow
artifacts, we use probabilistic networks and a novel transform function in our work. The pipeline can be divided into three parts: (1)
probabilistic segmentation on hard labels, (2) transform function,and (3) probabilistic segmentation on soft labels. We use the hard
labels to train the hard label segmentation network, then transform the output of this network to soft labels by the transform function.
After that, we use the soft labels to train the soft label segmentation network.
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by resonating bounces resulting in the artifact, so the inten-
sity of the artifact should be on an exponential decay of the
intensity of the needle. The intensity of the artifact falls until
the last of the identified artifact pixels towards the bottom.
We model this exponential decay as as follows:

y2,1 i, jð Þ = y1 i, jð Þe−α
h i, jð Þ
d i, jð Þ, ð1Þ

where α is a hyper parameter, depending on the ultrasound
imaging settings. The higher the frequency, the larger α
should be, as sound waves would then encounter more resis-
tance in-depth. For the experiments in this paper, α = 0:8.
hði, jÞ represents the distance of pixel ði, jÞ to the needle that
is causing the artifact. dði, jÞ denotes the distance between
the deepest pixel (the furthest pixel away from the corre-
sponding needle) in the cluster of artifacts containing ði, jÞ
and the nearest pixel in the corresponding needle.

However, other objects and tissues in the image would
also have minor effects on the pixel values in the reverbera-
tion artifacts, e.g., other boundaries which overlap with the
reverberation, shadows caused by vessels interacting with
the reverberations, etc. The exponential-decay artifact model
does not account for these other components of the pixel
values. To deal with the problem, we also create an alternate
measurement y2,2 based on the pixel values in the input
images. Denote the input image as I. For normalization,
we first find the maximum pixel value m1 in the needle-

region of I. The normalized pixel values in I can then be
used as weights on the artifact soft-label mask as follows:

m1 = max
∀ ii,jjð Þ,bμneedle,hard ii,jjð Þ>0:5

I ii, jjð Þ,

y2,2 i, jð Þ = I i, jð Þ
m1

y1 i, jð Þ:
ð2Þ

In cases where artifact pixels are unusually bright, e.g.,
y2,2 is large due to overlapping with actual object boundaries.
Preserving such property is desired because it represents the
actual anatomy or a different artifact (such as a diagnostic
B-line in a lung). We therefore combine y2,1 and y2,2 by
taking the maximum:

y2 i, jð Þ =max y2,1 i, jð Þ, y2,2 i, jð Þ� �
: ð3Þ

At this point, we have removed the false positives and
also created an exponential decay in the artifact soft labels
while preserving the effects of underlying anatomic bound-
aries on artifacts. However, we still need to assign lower
values to the soft labels in between each reverberation,
since the hard human labels tend to (incorrectly) in-
paint such regions. The pixels between reverberations tend
to have lower values than the artifact pixels in the original
input images. In the third part of our transform function
we determine whether a certain pixel belongs to the

Data: bμneedle,hard , bμartif act,hard
Result: y1: Artifact mask with false positives removed
size =input image size
B = zerosðsizeÞ, y1 = zerosðsizeÞ; k = 1;
For ½row i, column j� where bμartif act,hard½i, j� > 0 do

If B½i, j� == 0 then
Create stack s;
s:pushð½i, j�Þ; B½i, j� = k;
While s is not empty do
½x, y� = s:pop;
For ½ii, jj� where ðii − x/vtÞ2 + ðjj − y/htÞ2 < 1 do

If B½ii, jj� == 0 then
s:pushð½ii, jj�Þ; B½ii, jj� = k;

k + +;
set1 = whereðbμneedle,hard > 0:5Þ;
For ðkk = 1 ; kk < k ; kk++Þ do

set2 = whereðB == kkÞ;
If ∃½i0, j0� ∈ set2, ½i1, j1� ∈ set1, and ∀½i2, j2� ∈ set1, s.t. i0 below i2 and distanceð½i0, j0�, ½i1, j1�Þ < t then

y1 + = ðB == kkÞ ∗ bμartif act,hard

Algorithm 1: False Positive Removal, where size is the image size, B denotes the cluster each pixel belongs to (if a pixel does not belong to
any cluster then its value in B would be 0), and y1 is the output artifact mask with false positives removed. The outer loop with i and j iterates
trough all the pixels that have a value larger than zero in the mask bμartifact,hard, if the pixel ði, jÞ does not belong to any cluster (i.e., B½i, j� == 0),
then we push the pixel into a newly created stack s and set the cluster of the pixel to k. Inside the loop, while the stack s is not empty, we pop out a
pixel ðx, yÞ from the stack and search within an ellipse around it (i.e., ðii − x/vtÞ2 + ðjj − y/htÞ2 < 1 , where ðii, jjÞ is the pixel within the ellipse). If
the ðii, jjÞ does not belong to any cluster, then we also push this pixel onto stack s and set the cluster of the pixel to k. After the stack s is empty, we
increase k by 1, meaning that we move onto the next cluster for the next iteration of the outer loop. After all the pixels have been clustered, we
continue to examine if a cluster kk is below and close enough to the needle. If it is, we include that cluster of artifacts in our output y1.
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nonartifact region in between reverberation lines. We need
to compare the value of that pixel in the original input
ultrasound image against the maximum value in a local
patch. We also apply a sigmoid-like function to make sure
that artifact soft labels are limited with respect to the high-
est intensity value within that region. Intuitively, the
sigmoid-like function ensures that the values in y2 which
are close to the local maximum (which should be real arti-
fact pixels) would be mostly preserved and the values close
to zero (which should not be artifact pixels) would be
mostly removed, while the values in between follow a
smooth decay in the output artifact mask. The equations
are listed as follows:

m2 i, jð Þ = max
ii,jjð Þ∈Ω1 vw,hwð Þ

I i + ii, j + jjð Þ,

μartifact,soft i, jð Þ = y2 i, jð Þ
1 + e− βI i,jð Þ/m2 i,jð Þð Þ+ β/2ð Þ :

ð4Þ

where β is a hyper-parameter that controls how fast the
fall-off is. If the noise level is high, a larger β should be
used. Also, Ω1ðvw, hwÞ is a rectangular region where ð0, 0Þ
is the center point, and 2vw and 2hw is the height and width.
vw and hw stand for vertical and horizontal window, respec-
tively. vw should be large enough to include at least one line
of true reverberation artifact in the patch. In this paper, we
set β = 8, vw = 2, and hw = 1. Again, these parameters are
not sensitive, as long as vw and hw stay relatively small and
more details are discussed in Section 4.

As for the standard deviation map of artifacts, we want
to rescale its values in the same manner as we rescale the
mean map of artifacts. Therefore, the transform function
for the standard deviation map can be simplified to

σartifact,soft i, jð Þ = bσartifact,hard i, jð Þ μartifact,soft i, jð Þbμartifact,hard i, jð Þ + ϵ
: ð5Þ

where ϵ≪ 1 avoids division by zero.
Since needles are a lot more visible and less ambiguous

than reverberation artifacts and the needle boundaries
are better defined than the artifact boundaries, the proba-
bilistic output of the first network would be enough for
our purposes. Therefore, the needle labels are not proc-
essed, thus will not change in this part, as a result, we
have μneedle,softði, jÞ = bμneedle,hardði, jÞ, and σneedle,softði, jÞ =bσneedle,hardði, jÞ.

Among the hyperparameters mentioned in the subsec-
tion, the values of ht, vt, t, vw, and hw are selected based
on the observation of our particular dataset. In other words,
the values for these hyperparameters are dependent on the
appearance of the needles and artifacts, as well as the scale
(i.e., physical distance between pixels). These hyperpara-
meters are more related to the imaging subject and the scale
of the image rather than the imaging setting. On the con-
trary, α and β are more dependent on the imaging setting,
as α indicates the sound waves’ ability to penetrate and the
selection of β is affected by the noise level in the image.

3.4. Probabilistic Segmentation on Soft Labels. Our segmen-
tation model here is built upon the HPU-Net [19], and we
follow their notation below. We want to model the unknown
ambiguity in the images and the labels, and at the same time,
we also want to take the known variance in the labels into
account. Our training objective is similar to that of the pre-
vious work: maximizing the evidence lower bound on the
likelihood pðM ∣ XÞ, except that we are modeling a varia-
tional posterior Qð:∣X,M, VÞ instead of Qð:∣X,MÞ, where
X is the input image, M is the known mean of the seg-
mentation label, and V is the variance of the segmenta-
tion label. Denote z<i = fz0, z1 ⋯ , zi−1g. We calculate the
posterior Q from two separate networks, where one net-
work accounts for the mean μposti ðz<i, X,MÞ and the other
network models the variance σposti ðz<i, X, VÞ. The latent
features in the prior blocks should follow a normal distri-
bution generated by the posterior blocks Nðμposti ðz<i, X,
MÞ, σposti ðz<i, X, VÞÞ. During training, we directly sample
from the posterior Q and train the normal distribution
generated by the prior Nðμpriori ðz<i,X , σprior

i ðz<i,XÞÞ to be
close to the one from the posterior. When sampling, we
did exactly the same as the previous work did: sampling
the latent features from the normal distribution modeled
by the prior. The training and sampling process is illus-
trated in Figure 3.

In this particular application, we utilize a mean-squared-
error-based custom loss function as a way to deal with the
continuous values and unique meaning of soft labels. To deal
with overfitting to the background, we only care about the
pixels that have values over a certain threshold γ, which we
set to 0:05. Lower weights are assigned to pixels where abso-
lute error is within the known standard deviation, since we
are less sure about the value in the label where standard
deviation is larger. Therefore, the loss function can be
expressed as the following:

loss = 〠
∀ i,jð Þ∈Ω2

w i, jð Þ bμ sof t i, jð Þ − μsof t i, jð Þ
� �2

, ð6Þ

where

Ω2 = x, yð Þ ∣ bμ soft x, yð Þ > γ∨μsoft x, yð Þ > γf g,

w i, jð Þ =
k abs i, jð Þ < σsoft i, jð Þ
1 abs i, jð Þ ≥ σsoft i, jð Þ

(
,

abs i, jð Þ = bμsoft i, jð Þ − μsoft i, jð Þj j,
k < 1:

ð7Þ

4. Experiments

The ultrasound imaging is performed with a UF-760AG
Fukuda Denshi diagnostic ultrasound imaging machine, on
both a chicken breast and an anthropomorphic phantom
containing simulated vessels in a tissue medium produced
by Advanced Medical Technologies. We used a linear trans-
ducer with 51mm scanning width. It was set to 12MHz with
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an imaging depth of 4 cm and a gain value of 21 dB. The
dimension of each image is 512 × 532 pixels, and the pixel
pitch is 0.10mm horizontally and 0.075mm vertically. The
images were then resized to 256 × 256. All the networks
are trained on a single Nvidia Titan RTX for 15 epochs
with horizontal flipping, Gaussian blurring (σ ~ 0,0:5,1,
where σ ~ 0 is taking the original image) and Gamma
transform (γ = 0:9,1, 1:1) as data augmentation, adam
[29] as optimizer with a learning rate of 1 × 10−3. We note
that one training epoch consists of all possible 18 (2 for
flipping × 3 for Gaussian blurring × 3 for Gamma trans-
form) combinations of data augmentation. Then, we
picked the best model based on the validation results.
There are 401, 100, and 40 images in the training, valida-
tion, and test set, respectively. In other words, 7218 train-
ing images were used to train each epoch due to data
augmentation. Our dataset is split in this ratio due to
the sophisticated labeling of the test set. The labeling in
this work utilized the labeling tool Labelme [30]. The
training of the first and second network in our framework
both took about 90 minutes. The transform function was
performed on Intel Core i5-8279U which takes about 80
minutes to process 401 images.

The training set is over-labeled (shown in the second
images of Figure 1(a)) to show that our algorithm is good
at dealing with inaccurate labels as well as with handling
false positives in the training data. Since there is not a clear
definition of the boundaries and quantification of reverbera-
tion artifacts, traditional evaluation metrics, e.g., Dice coeffi-
cient and Intersection over Union (IoU) would not work
here. Therefore, we carefully label the test set in the follow-
ing way for better evaluation. An example of our test set
labeling is shown in the left image of Figure 1(b), where
the yellow and pink regions indicate the possible areas con-
taining needles and artifacts, respectively, green and white
regions represent the first and second reverberations that
we are confident in, the bright blue circles represent the
patch between reverberation with no artifacts, the dark blue
represents the needle patches that we are confident in, and
the red patches are the regions with identifiable fuzzy-

artifacts. We define the artifact and needle pixels with values
greater than 0.05 and 0.5 as positive, respectively. The label-
ing is designed to show that in our result, (1) the pixels that
definitely belong to needles and to the significant artifacts
are segmented, (2) the pixels that are between the reverber-
ations and not part of the artifacts are not segmented, (3)
the fuzzy artifacts are segmented with lower values, and (4)
very few false positives are included.

Our notations are summarized in Figure 1(c). We denote
the ratio between positive artifact and needle counts in the
labeled first, second reverberations and needle and the total
pixels counts in those regions as FAR (first artifact rate),
SAR (second artifact rate), and NR (needle rate), respec-
tively, and the average value for positives in those artifact
patches as FAA (first artifact average) and SAA (second arti-
fact average). We also denote the false positive rate of arti-
facts and needles as AFPR (artifact false positive rate) and
NFPR (needle false positive rate), and the average value of
the false positives as AFPA (artifact false positive average)
and NFPA (needle false positive average). We also calculate
the average of the nonartifact region between reverberations
as NAA (nonartifact average). We further define the average
positive artifact value in the identifiable fuzzy artifact
patches as IFAA (identifiable fuzzy artifact average).

The following paragraph describes the intuition behind
the proposed measurements. By design, FAR, SAR, and NR
measure whether the segmentation algorithm is able to seg-
ment the pixels that absolutely belong to the first reverbera-
tion, the second reverberation, or the needles, respectively,
so the closer they are to 1, the better the segmentation algo-
rithm performs. Next, we examine the FAA, SAA, NAA, and
IFAA measurements together. Our intuition is that the sec-
ond reverberation (white region in Figure 1(b)) is deeper
in position and darker in brightness than the first one (green
region in Figure 1(b)), so the second reverberation corrupts
the “real” values of the pixels less. The reverberations below
the second (identifiable fuzzy artifacts, red region in
Figure 1(b)) are usually more ambiguous and darker, so they
should corrupt the pixel values less. To add to that, the non-
artifact patch between reverberations (bright blue region in
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Figure 3: Our proposed probabilistic network is similar to Hierarchical Probabilistic U-Net [19], but instead of learning the posterior with
labeled segmentation masks, our method learns mean and variance of the posterior from known mean and variance separately. Therefore,
two variational autoencoders are used in the posterior.
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Figure 1(b)) should have lower values than both the rever-
berations above and underneath it, as those pixels should
not be a part of the reverberation artifacts. As a result,
FAA should be larger than SAA, SAA should be larger than
IFAA, and IFAA should be significantly larger than NAA,
because the output values describe how much the artifacts
corrupt the pixels. In other words, a good quantification
model should produce FAA > SAA > IFAA≫NAA. In
terms of AFPR and NFPR, anything outside the pink and
yellow regions in Figure 1(b) should be false positives, as
they are clearly not needles or artifacts. Therefore, the AFPR
and NFPR values should be zero in a ideal segmentation.
Even though there might be false positives in the segmenta-
tion method, different false positives might have different
consequences on the downstream tasks. False positives with
really small quantification values would not be as bad as the
ones with large output values. Therefore, we also investigate
AFPA and NFPA, whose values represent the average value
of the false positives in the output. The lower these values
are, the less impact the false positives would have on the sub-
sequent algorithms.

Before any quantitative experiments, we want to show
some of the intermediate results from the transform func-
tion in order to justify the operation. As shown in
Figure 4(a), it can be seen that the first part of the transform
function removes the false positives in the output of the first
network bμartifact,hard and the second part of the network cre-
ates the exponential decay while picking up the bright arti-
facts in regions that are further down, while the third part
differentiates the reverberation from the background.

Furthermore, we also want to show that the hyperpara-
meters are not very sensitive with a few examples shown in
Figure 4(b), where we show the intermediate results of the
transform function. We multiply all the hyperparameters
in the transform function by a coefficient of 0.67 and 1.5

and compare the results against the original values we set.
This simple experiment should be able to show that the
hyperparameters are not sensitive to changes since these
hyperparameters are independent of each other. It can be
observed that there is not much difference in the final output
of the transform function. Thus, the final results are not very
sensitive to the choice of hyperparameters.

In our first quantitative experiment, we compared our
results against those from expert labels, U-Net [10],
USVS-Net [11], and HPU-Net [19] to show that our pro-
posed algorithm is superior to these current segmentation
networks and expert labels for needle-and-reverberation-
artifact segmentation. The experts tend to label the entire
region that might contain artifacts, but they do not differ-
entiate between the reverberations. The quantitative results
can be found in Figure 5(a). As can be seen in the table,
our approach performs similarly to HPU-Net at binary-
thresholded segmentation of the significant artifacts and
needles, and our approach performs better than the other
two methods. Our goal, however, is more than just binary
segmentation. Since the value in the output represents how
much the artifact affects the underlying “real” pixel values,
and there should be a decay in the intensity of the arti-
facts, the average value of first artifacts should be larger
than that of second artifacts. Together, they also should
not be too close to 1 as they normally do not completely
obscure the real tissue there. Our method is the only algo-
rithm that has achieved such results. Our algorithm also
limits the false positive rate to around 0.02, whereas the
best results achieved by other algorithms are 0.084 and
0.04, for artifacts and needles, respectively. Our algorithm
also does a good job in differentiating between reverbera-
tions, since the average value in nonartifact patches
between reverberations is 0.042, which is the lowest by
far, compared to 0.506, 0.431, and 0.136 from U-Net,

x μartifact, hard μartifact, softy1 y2,1 y2,2 y2μartifact, hard
^

Original image Hand label First network Original para. ×1.5 ×0.67

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Intermediate results from the transform function. From left to right: input images x, hand labels μartifact,hard, outputs of the first
network bμartifact,hard, results after artifact removal y1, results after creating exponential decay y2,1, results for alternate measurements to
compensate for pixels not following exponential decay y2,2, results after applying exponential decay and compensation y2, results after
differentiating between reverberations μartifact,soft. We can observe that each step of the transform function achieves the desired outcome.
(b) Visual results of using different hyperparameters for the transform function. Left to right: original ultrasound images, hand labels, the
output of the first network, the output of the transform function using the hyperparameters in the paper, the output of the transform
function using 1:5 × the hyperparameters in the paper, the output of the transform function using 0:67 × the hyperparameters in the
paper. It can be seen that the outputs from different hyperparameters are really similar visually. There is only small difference in the details.
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USVS-Net, and HPU-Net, respectively. The IFFA value
further indicates that our network learns the decay in
the artifact intensity. Sample results of needle segmenta-
tion and artifact segmentation can be found in right two
image of Figure 1(b). Qualitative results of artifact seg-
mentation are shown in Figure 5(c). Our method clearly
does the best in differentiating between the actual artifacts
and the patches around them, while simultaneously assign-
ing lower values to less significant artifacts.

Our second quantitative experiment is done to show that
our proposed second network in the pipeline works better

than other networks. In this experiment, we test out U-
Net, HPU-Net, and USVS-Net as the second network. We
found that USVS-Net overfits to the background too much,
so it is not included in the quantitative comparison. The
quantitative evaluation can be found in Figure 5(b). It shows
that our method is as good as HPU-Net in detecting the
strong artifacts and needles, since the FAR, SAR, and NR
values are similar. It also illustrates that our method works
better in differentiating between the artifacts and the patches
between reverberations, as well as giving higher values to the
first reverberation than to the second one. Lastly, our

FAR
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AFPR
NFPR
AFPA
NFPA
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IFAA

0.966
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0.939
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0.914
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0.994
0.981
0.728
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0.022
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0.151
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0.471

0.978
1.0

0.854
0.806
0.928
0.237
0.058
0.352
0.715
0.506
0.871

0.859
0.976
0.786
0.589
0.831
0.168
0.329
0.261
0.750
0.431
0.836

0.996
1.0

0.966
0.894
0.936
0.084
0.040
0.130
0.716
0.136
0.775

Human labels Ours U-Net USVS-Net HPU-Net
FAR
SAR
NR

FAA
SAA

AFPR
NFPR
AFPA
NFPA
NAA
IFAA

0.986
0.994
0.981
0.728
0.698
0.022
0.018
0.151
0.627
0.042
0.471

0.978
1.0

0.855
0.806
0.928
0.237
0.058
0.352
0.715
0.506
0.871

0.986
1.0

0.990
0.685
0.686
0.060
0.066
0.151
0.725
0.064
0.476

Ours U-Net HPU-Net

Input

Human
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USVS-Net
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Figure 5: (a) Comparison between our entire approach against other algorithms and human labels. (b) Comparison of our second network
against other soft-label probabilistic networks. (c) Results comparison: the first five columns are images on phantom data, last three columns
are images on chicken breast data. From top to bottom: input images (zoomed in), Human Labels, Our results, U-Net, USVS-Net, and
HPU-Net. Notice that our method differentiates the reverberations better, produces fewer false positives, picks up unlabeled artifacts,
and at the same time, models the exponential decay of artifact intensity.
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methods also produce fewer false positives and has lower
values in the false-positive patches.

Our next experiment is to show that we can further
improve our results with additional unlabeled data, and that
if the training data of the first network is unavailable, using

only nonlabeled data also would not hurt the performance
much. As for the unlabeled data used in this study, there
are 480 unlabeled images from the same phantom and
chicken breast as the labeled training data, but the unlabeled
data are from different trials than the labeled ones. We train

Labeled only
FAR
SAR
NR

FAA
SAA

AFPR
NFPR
AFPA
NFPA
NAA
IFAA

0.986
0.994
0.981
0.728
0.698
0.022
0.018
0.151
0.627
0.042
0.471

0.988
0.999
0.966
0.723
0.695
0.029
0.005
0.143
0.624
0.033
0.440

0.971
0.996
0.941
0.698
0.691
0.043
0.024
0.125
0.643
0.040
0.497

Both Unlabeled only
FAR
SAR
NR

FAA
SAA

AFPR
NFPR
AFPA
NFPA
NAA
IFAA

0.986
0.994
0.981
0.728
0.698
0.022
0.018
0.151
0.627
0.042
0.471

0.958
0.997
0.955
0.630
0.668
0.063
0.034
0.137
0.621
0.044
0.400

Hand labels Uncertainty-pruned labels

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: (a) A table showing the benefit from adding labeled or unlabeled data. We note that the first network is trained with the same
training data in this experiment, and the unlabeled data are from the same subject as the training data but from different trials. (b) A
table showing the robustness of our method across various binary labels. (c) Example of aleatoric uncertainty map and uncertainty-
pruned label. Left to right: input image, aleatoric uncertainty map, hand label, and uncertainty-pruned label. (d) Example of failure cases.
Left to right: input images, hand labels (where needles are gray and artifacts are white), needle outputs, and artifact outputs. It can be
seen that when artifacts are less visible, the model fails to detect both needles and artifacts. Besides, small values are present in the
artifact output where there are patterns that look similar to reverberation artifacts.
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the first network with the same training data in this experi-
ment, and then we define 3 different scenarios (1) we only
have the labeled data to train the second network, (2) we
have both labeled and unlabeled data for the second net-
work, and (3) for some reason, the labeled training data is
not available any longer so we only have the unlabeled data
to train the second network. The comparison can be found
in Figure 6(a), where it shows that using both labeled and
unlabeled data slightly decreases the false positives of nee-
dles and also lowers the values between reverberations. On
the other hand, using only unlabeled data produces only
slightly more false positives.

To provide further validation of our algorithm on differ-
ent sets of plausible hand labels, we apply aleatoric uncer-
tainty maps obtained from a Monte Carlo dropout-based
Bayesian 3-D convolutional neural network similar to [31].
In doing so, we are able to simulate the wave-like intensity
decrease of needle artifacts in a realistic manner. For model-
ing the aleatoric uncertainty in the artifact segmentation
region, we apply the model

1
T
〠
T

t=1
diag p̂tð Þ − p̂⊗2t , ð8Þ

using the notation from [31], where p̂t = pðŵtÞ represents
softmax outputs evaluated with a set of random weights w,
t represents each run of the Monte Carlo sampling, and ⊗
represents the Kronecker matrix product. In an attempt to
obtain more articulate hand labels, we apply the following
steps on top of our hand labels: (1) use the labels to mask
only the relevant regions in the aleatoric uncertainty map,

(2) take the inverse of the uncertainty map, and (3) deter-
mine a local threshold athresh for smaller patches within each
labeled region and use that for deciding whether to keep or
remove the labels. A sample of the aleatoric uncertainty
map and uncertainty-pruned label are shown in Figure 6(c).
We compare the results from networks trained on the origi-
nal hand labels against the ones trained on the refined labels.
The results are shown in Figure 6(b). Our algorithm still does
a decent job on the uncertainty-pruned labels, even though
the performance is slightly worse than on original hand
labels. The intuition is that although the uncertainty-
pruning removes some of the labels in the spaces between
reverberations. Our algorithm is designed to differentiate
the reverberations from the spaces between reverberations
to compensate for the over-labeling, so it does not make
much difference in that regards. However, the pruning step
removes some of the true positives as well, which could not
be learned in the networks, slighting hurting the perfor-
mance. The algorithm still does a decent job on a different
set of labels, while performing slightly better on the over-
labeled annotations.

However, our method sometimes fails when there are no
obvious artifacts. Shown in Figure 6(d), on the right side of
the two images, the reverberation artifacts are either not
present or not obvious and both the segmentation of the
needles and artifacts are not able to detect anything in the
region. We suspect that the network learns to segment the
needles by looking at the artifacts and not the other way
around, resulting in needles undetected when there are no
artifacts or when artifacts are less visible. This is probably
due to the fact that most of the reverberations artifacts in
our training dataset are very visible, so the network would

Input (top-down view) Input (left-right view) Ours Avg Max UBF

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 7: Compounding results. (a,b) two images from orthogonal view points, (c) results from our method, (d) average [32], (e) maximum
[33], and (f) uncertainty-based fusion [34]. We compound the left two images into one and it shows that our method preserves all the
structures while removing the reverberation artifacts.
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have bias towards this scenario. Besides, when there are pat-
terns in the image that look similar to those of reverberation
artifacts, the network tends to generate small values for those
pixels on the artifact mask.

5. Applications

In this section, we show that our reverberation artifact seg-
mentation and quantification method is useful in several
downstream tasks, such as multiview image compounding
and vessel segmentation. All of the imaging parameters are
set exactly as they are in Section 4.

5.1. Multiview Image Compounding. The goal of multiview
image compounding is to take the information from images
taken at different viewpoints and reconstruct the true under-
lying structure. This task is important in ultrasound, for
which images are path-dependent leading to certain struc-
tures being seen in an image taken from one viewpoint but
not seen in a different image containing the same structure
from a different viewpoint. However, the same object can

cast reverberation artifacts in different directions in images
from different viewpoints, making multiview compounding
a challenging task. In compounding, we want to preserve
the real objects and structures in the compounded image
but remove the artifacts at the same time.

We apply our reverberation artifact segmentation and
quantification algorithm in an image compounding task, to
remove the reverberation artifacts in the compounded
image. We propose to use a simple compounding algorithm
that considers our reverberation artifact segmentation and
quantification. For example, we can take two viewpoints—-
even though the simple algorithm can be easily expanded
to more than two viewpoints. Denote the image from view-
point k as Ik, our soft segmentation mask for image Ik as Mk

and the compounded image as Î. We define a confidence
map C that for each pixel depicts the extent to which artifact
corruption is absent, thus C = 1 −M. For every pixel ði, jÞ, if
C1ði, jÞ − C2ði, jÞ > tc, then we set Îði, jÞ = I1ði, jÞ; if C2ði, jÞ
− C1ði, jÞ > tc, then we set Îði, jÞ = I2ði, jÞ; else, we set Îði, jÞ
=max ðI1ði, jÞ, I2ði, jÞÞ, where tc is a confidence threshold
which we set as 0:1 in this paper. In other words, if the

Input Artifact segmentation U-Net Partial U-Net Ground truth

Precision 

U-Net
partial U-Net

0.823
0.847

0.801
0.803

0.8120.684
0.701 0.825

Recall IoU Dice

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Left to right: input images, reverberation artifact masks, results from U-Net, results from partial U-Net, and ground truths. The
partial U-Net uses the reverberation artifact masks to mask the convolution and does not generate false positive where needles are present
like U-Net. (b) Quantitative comparison between Partial U-Net and U-Net.
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confidence from one viewpoint is significantly higher, we
take the pixel value from that viewpoint. Otherwise, we take
the maximum image intensity across different viewpoints.

As an experiment, we take pairs of ultrasound images
from orthogonal viewpoints with a needle inserted into the
phantom. Since we are performing the experiment on a
square phantom, it is easy to make sure the viewpoints are
orthogonal with free-hand imaging. We compare our simple
method against existing compounding algorithms, such as
average (avg) [32], maximum (max) [33], and uncertainty-
based fusion (UBF) [34]. The results are shown in
Figure 7. We can observe that our simple compounding
method preserves the vessels and needles as good as max
[33] while nearly removing all the reverberation artifacts.

5.2. Vessel Segmentation. Ultrasound vessel segmentation is
important for diagnostic purposes and for guiding needle
insertion by both humans and robotic systems [35]. How-
ever, needle reverberation artifacts could occlude the struc-
tures or objects of interest [3]. Such artifacts could also
affect the performance of vessel segmentation [5] and needle
tracking algorithms [4].

We believe our reverberation artifact segmentation and
quantification algorithm could help with vessel segmenta-
tion when reverberation artifacts produced by needles are
present in the image. During convolution, segmentation net-
works should pay less attention to the artifact pixels, so we
propose to use the soft segmentation results from our algo-
rithm as the masks in partial convolution [36]. Although
the partial convolution method is built for image inpainting,
the idea to mask certain regions during convolution is useful
for our purpose, since we do not want the network to treat
the artifact pixels equally as other pixels.

In this work, we use U-Net [10] as the backbone for the
vessel segmentation. We compare our artifact-segmentation-
and-quantification-based partial convolutional U-Net (par-
tial U-Net) against a normal U-Net. For fair comparison,
we have 5 layers in the encoder side, with 32, 64, 128, 256,
and 512 filters for both the partial U-Net and the normal
U-Net, and the decoder side is exactly symmetric to the
encoder. We use Adam optimizer [29] with a learning rate
of 1 × 10−4 and binary cross entropy as loss function. There
are 481 images in the training set and 97 images in both val-
idation and test set. The only augmentation technique used
during training is horizontal flipping.

Shown in the qualitative results in Figure 8(a), the results
by normal U-Net create some false positives at the top left
corner, where the needles are present. The needles together
with the image boundaries or some other artifacts confuse
the normal U-Net, since they look like vessel boundaries
to some extent, while the partial U-Net does not gener-
ate false positive there. Quantitative results can be found
in Figure 8(b). The precision for artifact-masked partial
U-Net is notably higher than normal U-Net, indicating
that our reverberation artifact quantification helps reduce
the false positives in vessel segmentation. By other metrics,
the partial U-Net also outperforms normal U-Net with the
help of our soft reverberation artifact segmentation.

6. Discussion

Our proposed algorithm outperforms other existing
segmentation algorithms in segmenting and quantifying
reverberation artifacts. Our weakly- and semisupervised
reverberation segmentation framework is able to take as
input inaccurate human labels and predict accurate segmen-
tation maps as well as quantitatively estimate how much the
artifacts affect the pixel values. It works even better on over-
labeled annotations. Our quantification of reverberation
artifacts is useful in image compounding and for improving
vessel segmentation results. Our probabilistic outputs could
also potentially be used in ultrasound image uncertainty
measurements, ultrasound image quality evaluation, and
reverberation artifact removal. Lastly, this algorithm is also
directly related to robot-controlled needle insertion, in
which our work can be used to guide where to insert the nee-
dle, monitor the tissue under the needle, and determine the
quality of the image.

Data Availability
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of this study are available at https://github.com/aL3x-O-o-
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